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INTRODUCTION

The chromosomal aberrations known in Drosophila as well as in other
animalsand in plantsmay be divided in two classes. The first class
comprises aberrations involving whole chromosomes or groups of whole
chromosomes. Polyploidy and non-disjunction arethe most frequently observed phenomena of this kind. The studyof the chromosomal aberrations
belonging to this class has given much information concerning the role
of chromosomes in general and the role of individual chromosomes in
particular in the transmission of hereditary characters. The most clear
and convincing proof that the chromosomes arecarriers of hereditary
materialis that secured bythestudy
of non-disjunction of the first
and of the fourth chromosomes of Drosophila (BRIDGES1916,1921). The
aberrations involving sections of chromosomes constitutethe
second
class. Here belong translocation, duplication, inversion and deficiency of
section of a chromosome (SeeBRIDGEs 1923). These phenomenaare comparativelylittleknown,althoughtheyfurnishfavorablematerial
for the
investigation of the distribution of hereditary material within the chromosomes. Translocations seem to be especially valuable for thestudy

* Part of the cost of the accompanying tables is paid by theGALTONAND MENDELMEMORIAL
FUND.
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of the problem just mentioned because they are most likely to produce
differences in the genetical behavior of some characterstogetherwith
visible alterations of the chromosomes.
The term “translocation” was proposed by BRIDGES(BRIDGES1923,
MORGAN,
BRIDGES,STURTEVANT
1925) “for cases in which a section of
chromosome is removed from its normal location but is present in an abnormal location.” Theoretically,a
section removed from its normal
location in one chromosome may become attached either to a new locus in
the same chromosome or to anotherchromosome. Both intrachromosomal
and interchromosomal translocations are, therefore, possible. Most of the
1929;
translocations described so far (BRIDGES
1923; MULLERand PAINTER
PAINTER
and MULLER1929; also the translocations described in the present
paper) are interchromosomal, but DUBININ(1929) recently found also an
intrachromosomaltranslocation.
I n the case of the “Pale” translocation described by BRIDGES(1919,
1923), a section of the second chromosome carrying the genes from plexus
to speck was broken off and became permanently attached to the third
chromosome near the gene ebony. Flies heterozygous for the translocation,
that is, carrying one deficient second chromosome and one third chromosome with the section of the second attached to it, are nearly normal in
appearance but give abnormalgeneticalresults
when crossed to flies
free from the translocation. Four kinds of zygotes are produced in such
a cross: (1) carrying both the deficient second chromosome and the third
chromosome with the attached section, (2) the deficient second chromosome and thenormal third, (3) a normal second and the third with the attached section, (4)normal second and third chromosomes. Zygotes 1 and
4,representing the parental combinations of the chromosomes, give flies
heterozygous for the translocation and normal flies respectively. Zygotes
2 and 3 represent the recombinations of the parentalchromosomes. Zygotes
2 die; zygotes 3 sometimes survive, but give rise to flies abnormal in appearance and weak in constitution because they carry a duplication for a
section of the second chromosome. The elimination of zygotes 2 and the
partial elimination of zygotes 3 result in an apparent linkage of the genes
belonging to the second and the thirdlinkage groups.
The apparent linkage observed in the case of the “Pale” translocation
suggests a method of finding translocations in general. Each of the chromosomes of a fly may be markeh by appropriate genes. If such a fly carries
no translocation, all the possible recombinations of the “marking” genes
must be present in its progeny because of the free recombination of the
parental chromosomes in the gametogenesis. However, if a fly with
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“marked” chromosomes carries a translocation involving any two of the
chromosomes, a linkage of the genes localized in those chromosomes will
be observed, Hence, some of the expected classes of t,he offspring will be
absent, or will manifestsomaticpeculiarities due to the disturbance of
the normal ‘genic balance.
The“Pale”translocation
arosespontaneously; the sameistruein
BRIDGES,
respect to a few other cases of translocations (see MORGAN,
STURTEVANT
1925, pp. 178-179). The frequency of the spontaneous origin of translocations seems to be, however, so low as to make an attempt
to secure them a t will impracticable. The production of translocations
incomparativelylargenumbersbecame
possible onlywhenMULLER
(1928a, 1928b) and WEINSTEIN(1928) discovered that the frequency of
translocation is very considerably increased in the progenyof flies treated
by X-rays.
PAINTER
(1929) and PAINTER
and MULLER
(1929)
Recently MULLER and
have published a preliminary account
of their cytological and genetical
investigations on the translocations involving different chromosomes of
Drosophilamelanogaster.
Most of their conclusions coincide with the
conclusions drawn in the present paper on the basis of my own material.
The present work wasdonein
1928 and 1929 at theMARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY,
Woods Hole, and at the CALIFORNIA
INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY,
Pasadena.Preliminaryaccounts
of the resultshave
already been published (DOBZHANSKY
1929a and 1929b).
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Doctor T. H. MORGAN,
C. B. BRIDGESfor their invaluable
Doctor A. H. STURTEVANT and Doctor
advice, suggestions and criticism without which the present work could
hardly have been done. The author is obliged to Miss E. M. WALLACE
for the finishing of the drawings accompanying this paper.
ORIGIN OF THE TRANSLOCATIONS

Males heterozygous for the second-chromosome dominant gene Bristle
(BI - short bristles), and the third-chromosome dominant gene Dichaete
(D-wings spread, anterior dorsocentral bristles
missing) were treated byXrays. The age of the flies at the moment of the treatment was not more
than 14 hours from the emergence from the puparia. A glass vial was filled
with cotton to within about 14 cm from the opening; flies were placed on
this cotton, and the opening of the vial closed by a cotton stopper. The
vial was placed vertically, the opening up, under the target of a broadfocus Coolidge tube, so that the flies were at 16 cm from the target. Between the vial and the tube an aluminum plate of about l mm thickness
GENETICS15: ,TI
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was inserted. The tube was operated by a current of 50 peak kilovolts
and 5 milliamperes during 48 minutes. As seen from these data, thedosage
of X-rays used is approximately equal to that applied by MULLER(1928)
in his experiments and called “t-4”
Thetreated males werecrossed inindividualcultures
tountreated
females having attached X-chromosomes homozygous for the sexlinked
gene yellow (y-yellow body color) and homozygous for the fourth-chromosomerecessive
gene eyeless2 (e;-eyes small, occasionally absent).
Of the 57 cultures in which the fathers were treated, 18 cultures gave no
offspring. Of the 10 control cultures (in which untreated males and females of the same genetical constitution as in the treated series were bred)
only one culture was sterile. The average number of offspring per culture in
the treated series was markedly lower than in the control series. Evidently
the dosage of X-rays was sufficient to produce a significant decrease of
fertilityinthetreated
males.
In the F1 generation allthe expected classes of offspring appeared in each
of the cultures of the treated aswell as of the control series. These classes
are :
Females :
Y B1 D
Y? YB1 YD?
Males:
B1 D.
B11
D,

+,

Although no particular care was paid to the detection of mutations,
some were found in thecultures of the treated series,but none in thecontrol
series. Two of the mutations found were extreme allelomorphs of forked,
one was a dominant (lethal when homozygous) allelomorph of vestigial
(phenotypically like Beaded), and one was an extreme Minute (locus not
determined). Besides the mutations, there
were found nine individuals
which were mosaics having one-half or one-quarter of the body Haplo-IV
eyeless. These mosaics werecertainly due to the elimination of the treated
fourth chromosome in the cleavage of the eggs from which the mosaic
individuals developed. The grand total of flies examined in the treated
series was 2420, and in the control series - 1067.
Let us consider the genotypical constitution of the B ZD males which
appeared in the cultures of the treated series. They received a treated Xchromosome, a treated second chromosome carrying B z , a treated third
chromosome carrying D,and a treated fourth chromosome carrying the
normal allelomorph of e, from theirfathers. On theotherhand,they
received anuntreated Y-chromosome, an untreated second andthird
chromosome carryingnormal allelomorphs of Bz and D respectively,
and an untreated fourth chromosome carrying e, (The allelomorph ofe,
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used throughout the present study is e2. However, for sake of simplicity,
the symbol e, will be usedfrom now on.) from their mothers. In otherwords,
all the four pairs of chromosomes of these males are “marked” by different characters, namely: sex, BZ D and e,.
From the treated
series 153 BZD males and from the control series
26 BI D males were crossed in single-pait cultures to untreated females
homozygous for e,. The progeny of this cross normally consists of 16 classes
of offspring representing all the recombinations of the four “marking”
characters mentioned. These classes are:
Females:
Males

+, Bz,D,e,,, B Ze,, D e,, B ZD,B ZD e,,

+, Bz,D,e,,

BZe,, D ey, BZD,B I D e,,.

However, if a parental B1 D male carries a translocation involving any
two chromosomes, the individuals of some of these 16 classes of offspring
may be expected either to be missing, or to possess visible external abnormalities. For instance, if the male carries a translocation involving the
treated second and third chromosomes, no D,Bl, D e, and Bze, individuals
of either sex are expected in his progeny. Likewise, if such a male carries
a translocation involving the treated second and X-chromosomes, no BZ
males and no non-Bz females are expected in his progeny (or, BZmales
and non-B1 females may occur, but be abnormal in appearance).
Of the 144 cultures of the treated series, 23 cultures were sterile; of
the 26 controlculturesonly 2 were sterile. Furthermore, 112 cultures
of the treated series and 24 cultures of the control series produced normal
progenies, that is, in the overhelming majority of these cultures all 16 expected classes of offspring were present in approximately equal numbers.
Only two of these “normal” cultures produced too small a number of offspring, and failed, therefore, to show one of the expected classes. Table
17 presents the summaryof the counts observed in the “normal” cultures
of thetreated
series.
The results obtained in the remaining nine cultures of the treated series
are presented in table 1. In five of these cultures (No. 1271, 1318, 1319,
1407,1425) eight of the expected classes, representing the recombination
of D and e,, are missing. This fact suggests that a translocation involving
the third and the fourthchromosomes is present in each of these cultures.
In cultures 1223, 1239, 1289 and 1401, eight classes which represent the
recombinations of B1 and D are missing, suggesting the presence of translocations involving the second and third chromosomes.
The results obtained in these
nine cultures are, indeed, so strikingly
different from the results obtained in all the “normal” cultures, that no
GENETICS15:
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of a separate strain, in which the
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as shown in table 1. The present
paper deals only withthe results of
the investigation of the translocationsinvolving
thethirdand
the fourthchromosomes. The translocations involving the third and
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described in a separate paper.
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WORKING BYPOTHESES

The genes D and e,, are localized
in the third and in the fourth
chromosomes respectively. Nevertheless, there is observed a complete
linkage between D and e,, in five
1. The
cultures shown intable
firstquestionconcerning
the nature of this abnormalityis whether
the causes which preventedthe
free recombination of D and e,, in
these five cultures are hereditary.
Dichaete non-eyeless males from
each of these five cultures were
crossed separately to their eyeless
sisters. Only Dand e, (no wild- type
and noDeJoffspringwereproduced
(table 2). I n t h enext generation D
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males werecrossed to unrelated eyeless females; again only D and e,
individuals were produced. The linkage of D and e, is, therefore, pennanent, and Dichaeteindividuals transmit the cause producing this linkage
to their Dichaeteprogeny. This factgives a simple method of maintaining
stocks of the translocations: Dmales from the stock cultures of the translocations are crossed in each generation to their e, sisters or to unrelated e,
females.
TABLE
2
Progeny of Dichaete-flies (carrying translocations) wken crossed to eyeless.
BYELBW

TRANSLOCATION

D

Q x D1-m

+

d

D I C W

D CY

cy

-A&

D

+

Q x BmLXESBC?

D6

c,

TOTAL

h
"
"
"

480
349
344
313
306

a

b
C

d
e

..
..
..

..
..

..
..

..
..
..

424

904

1080
818

303

2
2
1999
1673 2324689 1510
98
61
1140 901 6472200
2000
2192

TABLE
3
Bent 0 XDkhaete d (carrying translocations).
TRANELOCATION

a

b
C

d
e

D

286
320
250
209
261

+
2(?)

D bt

-

-

-

b:

245
314
285
251
249

TWAL

531
634
535
460
512

If D females carrying a translocation are crossed to e, males, the
progeny consists chiefly of D and e,, flies, but some wild-type and De,
individuals also appear (table 2). In males the linkage between D and e, is
complete, but in the females these genes may be separated from each other
by crossing over. In other words, in the translocations the genes D and
e, behave as if they were localized in the same chromosome.
The frequency of crossing over between the loci occupied by D and e,
is very different in different translocations. In a- and in b-translocations
only 0.2 percent of crossing over occurs between D ande,; in c- and e-translocations the frequency of crossing over is 7.2 percent and 5.0 percent
respectively; in d-translocation a frequency as high as 40.7 percent was
observed.
GENETICS15: JI 1930
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Twohypotheses explaining the behavior of D and e, inthetranslocations may be suggested. The first hypothesisis that one of the
fourth chromosomes of the treated male carrying the normal allelomorph
of e, ha S become permanently attached to the D-carrying third chromosome. Hence, from such a male all the offspring receiving the D-carrying
third chromosome receive atthe sametime
thefourth
chromosome
containing the normal allelomorph of e,, and consequently are Dichaete
non-eyeless in appearance. However, in females carrying translocations,
D and e, may be separatedby crossing over; hence, wild-type and
D e, individuals appear along with D and e, in the progeny. The frequency
of the crossing over between D and e, depends upon the distance between
the locus of D and the point of attachment of the fourth chromosome to
the third chromosome. Since the frequency of this crossing over is found
to be verydiverse in the five translocations studied,the fourthchromosome
may be assumed to be attached to different parts of the third chromosome.
The second hypothesis assumes that a broken off section of the D-carrying third chromosome from the treated male is attached
to the fourth
chromosome carrying the normal allelomorph of e,. I n other words, the
third chromosome was broken into two fragments, and one of these fragments became attached to the fourth
chromosome. On thishypothesis
malescarryingatranslocationproduce
two kinds of gametes in equal
numbers (see figure 1). One kind of gametes contains both fragments of
the third chromosome, one fragment being attached to the fourthchromosome. These gametes carry, therefore, the gene D and the normal allelomorph of ev. The other kind of gametes contains the normal (that is, the
unbroken) third chromosome andthe free fourth chromosome. These
gametes carry ey but do not carry D. If such a male iscrossed to a female
homozygous for e, but free from the translocation, only Dichaete non-eyeless and eyeless non-Dichaete individuals are produced (see figure 1). On
the other hand, in females carrying a translocation both fragments of the
third chromosome involved in the translocation may conjugate with the
unbroken third chromosome. If crossing over occurs after such a synapsis,
D and the normal allelomorph of e, may be separated from each other.
Consequently, D e, and wild-type individuals may appear in the progeny
of a female carrying a translocation.
The two hypotheses just outlined are rather similar in nature. Both of
them involve the assumption that in the translocations a union between
the third and the fourth
chromosomes occurred. According toboth of them
the frequency of crossing over between D and e, indicates the distancebetween the locus of D and thelocus of the attachmentof the fourthchromo-
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some. The only essential difference between these two hypotheses is that
the first of them postulates the attachment of the fourth chromosome to
the unbroken third chromosome, while the second hypothesis postulates a
breakage of the thirdchromosome and an attachmentof the fourthchromosome to one of the resulting fragments of the third. This difference is,
however, important from the standpoint of terminology. If the fourth
chromosome is attached to theunbroken third, the phenomenon should be

FIGWE1.-Scheme of a mating of a fly heterozygous for a translocation to a fly free from
c-,
translocations.
Third
chromosome-black;
fourth
chromosome-white.
D-Dichaete;
eyeless. Only gametes giving rise to viable zygotes are represented in this figure.

termed nota translocation but a compounding of chromosomes (see
BRIDGES1923). However, if a fragment of the third chromosome is attached to the fourth,we are dealing with a translocationof a section of the
third chromosome on to the fourth.
The cytological investigation is, obviously, the most direct way to the
solution of these alternatives. However, before presenting the results of
the cytological investigation of the translocations, their genetical behavior
may be examined in fuller detail.
GENE=@ 15: J1
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BEHAVIOR OF THE GENES OF THE FOURTH LINKAGE GROUP

I N THE TRANSLOCATIONS

The fourth chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster is much smaller in
size than the other chromosomes of this species. In accordance with this
smallness, the number of genes localized in the fourth chromosome is also
much less than the number of the genes in other chromosomes. Furthermore, no (or very little) crossing over takes place between the known
genes of the fourth chromosome (unpublished data of BRIDGES).I t seems
a priori very probable that in translocations the behavior of all the fourth
chromosome genes is identical with the behavior of e y which has been discussed above. Both hypotheses advanced in the preceding section assume
that in all the translocations the whole fourth chromosome rather than a
fragment of it is attached to the thirdchromosome. The extreme smallness
and the absence of crossing over in the fourth chromosome make the contrary supposition improbable.
To test the validity of this point, D males carrying translocations were
crossed to females homozygous for bent. Bent (b,) is a fourth-chromosome
recessive gene producing a shortening of the legs and a spreading of the
wings of flies. From the F1 of this cross D males were selected and backcrossed to homozygous b, females. In the next generation only D and bt
(no wild-type and no D b,) individuals appeared (table 3). The two wildtype flies shown in table 3 were probably genotypically b,; their appearance
is due to the fact that bt some times overlaps wild type phenotypically.
When D females from the R werecrossed to bt males, some wild-type
and D bt individuals appeared along with D and 6,individuals. The bebt in translocationsis,
therefore, identicalwithbehavior
haviorof
of ey.
The presence of a linkage between D andthefourth-chromosome
dominant gene Minute-IVintranslocations
was proved by a similar
method. Dichaete males carrying translocations were crossed to females
heterozygous for Minute-IV (Minute-IV is lethal when homozygous). I n
the F1generation Dichaete Minute-IV males were selected and crossed to
wild-type females. Only D and Minute-IV (no wild type and no Dichaete
Minute-IV) were produced in the progeny.
Although the two remaining genes located in the fourth chromosome
(namely shaven and rotated abdomen) were not tested in the translocations, there can be no doubt that their behavior is identical with the behavior ofe,, bt and Minute-IV.

TRANSLOCATIONS IN DROSOPHILA
CROSSINGOVER

3.5 7

INTHETHIRDCHROMOSOME

INVOLVED IN THE TRANSLOCATIONS

A series of experiments was necessary to determine the exact loci in the
third chromosome at which thefourth chromosome is attached in the
different translocations. The exact determination of theseloci is especially
important, since, according to the second hypothesis outlined above, they
may coincide (and as itwill be proved later do coincide) with the breakingpoints of the third chromosome in the translocations.
Dichaete males carrying translocations were crossed to females homozygous for e , and homozygous for the third-chromosome recessive genes
roughoid (r,-rough eye-surface), hairy (h-hairs along the wing-veins),
thread(th-unbranchedaristae),scarlet(st-bright
red eye-color), curled
(cu-wings curvedupwards),stripe
(S,-dark longitudinalstripe
on the
thorax)) sooty (es-dark body-color) and claret (c,-purplish pink eye-color).
Dichaete females were selected in the F1 generation of this cross and backcrossed to ey ru h t h s: c, s,. e" c, males. The results obtained in the next
generation are presented in tables
11-15 (appendix). (Flies homozygous
for the allelomorph of e, used, namely e;, rarely have both eyes completely absent. In flies having no eyes the classification in respect to rU,
s t and ca is, of course, impossible. Such flies were disregarded and are not
included in the counts presented in tables
11-15. The frequency of homoeygous ev2flies having no eyes is, however, so low that their omission can not
influence appreciably the crossing over values obtained.)
The frequency of crossing over in an interval between two given genes
depends to acertainextent
upon the modifying genes present in the
stock used. Therefore, it is not desirable to compare the frequency of crossing over in the third chromosome involved in the translocations directly
with the frequency of crossing over in the normal third chromosome
indicated by the standard map of this chromosome (for the standard map
BRIDGES,STURTEVANT
1925, p. 92). With the
see figure 2, also MORGAN,
object of having a better standard of comparison a special control experiment was made. Dichaete males from the same stockof D flies from which
the D males treated by X-rays were obtained (see above) were crossed to
homozygous e, ru h th S: cu S, e' c, females from the same stock which was
used for the study of crossing over in the translocations. In theF1 generation D females were selected and backcrossed to e, ru h th st c,, sre" C, males.
The resultsobtained in the nextgeneration are recorded intable16
(appendix).
GENETICS15: Jl 1930
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The crossing over values were calculated fromthe data shown in tables
11-16. Thecalculatedcrossingovervalues are presentedin table 4. As

-0.0

roughoid

6.0sepia
6 . 5 hairy

-36.5
cream
40.4Dichaete
a translocation\
thread
h translocation-/c42.2
scarlet
e translocation,-44.O
spindle fibre-" -48.0
peach
c t r a n s l o c a t , i o e "50.0curled
<58.2Stubble
58.5spineless
'62.0
stripe
-66.2 Delta
-69.5
Hairless
h o e7 sooty

-91.1

,100.7

d translocation-

rough
claret

1 0 6 . 2 Yinute-g,

FIGURE2.-Genetical map of the third chromosome of DrosophiEa melanogaster.

seen from table4, the pointof attachment of the fourth chromosometo the
third (designated in table
4 by +)is not alike in the different translocations.
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In a-translocation this point is located between the genes D and t h . I n btranslocation the point of attachment is nearly the same as in a-translocation but in b-translocation it seems to coincide with the locus of the
gene t h . In c-translocation and in e-translocation the fourth chromosome
is attachednearthe
middle of thelength of thethird chromosome,
namelyin the sl-cu interval.However, in e-translocationthepoint of
attachment is located nearer to st than to cu, whereas in c-translocation it
is nearer to cu than to s t . Finally, in d-translocation the fourth chromosome is attached near the extreme right-hand end of the third chromosome, 5.1 units to the right of the gene c,.
TABLE
4
Crossing over values for the intervals studied in the third chromosome.

Interval
Value
Interval
Value
Interval
Value
Interval
Value
Interval
Value
Interval
Value

Translocationa.
D - f th-St +-th
St&
.os
.2
.l
6.6
Translocation b.
h-D
D-+-th th-sf
St-Cu
ru-h
C,-&
.2
2 1 . 2 4 . 6 5 . 9. 3
17.1
Translocation c.
D-lh
th-st
St-+
h-D
ru-h
+-c”
15.4
26.9
.7
1.5
.9
3.8
Translocation d.
h-D ru-h
D-th
th-St
St&
C,-&
2 9 . 1 5 . 9 14.8. 9
1.1
12.6
Translocation e.
h-D
D-th
th-St
St-+
r,-h
+-c,
19.5 1 . 5 1 1 . 6. 5
3.6
1.1
Control
c,-sr
h-D
D-th
th-st
St-&
r,-h
23.7
13.7 . 8 1 . 1
8 . 0 10.315.4

ru-h
2.9 17.2

h-D

C”-&

S,-@

@-C.

16.6

11.7

31.0

S,-@

@-C0

10.0

31.0

c”-&

h-ed
7.5

28.9

z-ce

c,-+

3.7
S,-@

8.9

19.2

@-c,

5.1

C”+,

S,-@

@-C0

15.6

11.6

31.0

&-ee

@-C.

31.0

Comparison of the crossing over values for the different intervals of the
third chromosome observed in the translocation and in the controlexperiment reveals the presence of consistent differences between them (see
table 5 ) . In a, b- and in e-translocations the frequency of crossing over is
markedly decreased to theleft of the $$-C, interval butslightly increased to
the right of this interval. On the other hand, in c- and d-translocations
crossing over is decreased to the right of the sc-c, interval but increased to
the left of it.
Theseregularities may be described also as follows. A point located
approximately in themiddle of the st-cu interval divides the thirdchromosome into two limbs. If the fourth chromosome is attached to the third
GENETICS15: JI 1930
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chromosome to the leftof this point (as is the case in a-, b- and e-translocations), the frequency of crossing over is decreased in the left limbbut increased in the right limb of the third chromosome. If, however, the point
of the attachment of the fourth chromosome lies to the right of the point
mentioned above (as is the case in c- and d-translocations), the frequency
of crossing over is decreased in the right limb of the third chromsome but
increased in the left limb (see figure 2). (Following the practice established
in the Drosophila literature, the end of the third chromosome a t which
the gene c. is located is designated in thisdiscussion as the right-hand end,
and the end at which the gene ru is located as the left-hand end of this
chromosome.)
TABLE
5
Diffwences between the crossing-ovw values i n the translocations and the corresponding values observed
in the control experiment.
TFL4NBU)CATlON

-VAL

Left of the
spindle fibre

r,-h
h-D
th-St

Spindle fiber

st-c.

Right of the
spindle fibre

&-sr
S,-@
@-C0

D-th

1

b

-10.8

%

-2.5
-7.8
.9
-.5

+3.2
+1.7

+ .4

-

-3.4
$1.7
.3
0.0

-

+.l

d

-11.7
-2.8
-2.1

-4.2
-2.1
0.0
.3

+5.4
+1.1
0.0
+.l
-2.1

-3.5

e

-2.8
-1.4
"11.8

-

-2.9
+.2
+1.3
0.0

The strongest reduction of the frequency of crossing over is observed in
the intervals adjacent to the
locus of the attachment of the fourth chromosome. Nevertheless, some reduction of crossing over takes place in all the
intervals of the limb of the third chromosome in which the point of attachment of the fourth chromosome lies. For instance, in d-translocation
the greatest decrease of the frequency of crossing over is observed in the
e8-ca interval, while in the cu-sr interval the reduction is comparatively
slight. In d-translocation the pointof attachment of the fourthchromosome
lies near thee*-c. interval. On the contrary,in c-translocation the frequency
of crossing over is strongly decreased in thecu-srinterval, while in the C-c.
interval it is but slightly affected. In c-translocation the fourthchromosome
is attached to the
left of cu. It is significant, however, that if the attachment
of the fourth chromosome is near to the point dividing the third chromosome in two limbs (for example, the point lying half way between st and
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the decrease of the crossing over frequency does not affect the adjacent intervals of both limbs (see c- and e-translocations). This fact suggests that thepoint dividing the two limbs of the chromosome plays some
especially important role in the distribution of the crossing over along
the third chromosome.
Most of the differences between the crossing over values for the respective intervals observed in the translocations and in thecontrol experiment
are statistically significant. Furthermore, the consistency of the results
obtained suggests that these differences are significant even in the cases
where the value of the difference in question is below the limit of statistical
certainty.
It might be supposed that differential viability of the various classes of
crossover individuals is responsible for the alteration of the crossing over
frequencies in the translocations. Since the point of attachment of the
fourth chromosome to the third is not the same in different translocations
the distribution of e, among the crossovers is not alike in different cases.
The gene e, in homozygous condition causes some decrease of the viability of the flies. However, the difference between the crossing over
values found in the different translocations can not be accounted for by
the influence of e, on theviabilityof the flies. Indeed in bothc-and e- translocations the locus of thefourth chromosome attachment lies inthe
st - c, interval. The distribution of e, among the crossing-over individuals
is, therefore, alike in c- ande-translocations.
Nevertheless, inc-translocation there isobserved a decrease of the frequency of crossing overin the
right limb and an increase in the left limb of the chromosome, whilein etranslocation a decrease takes place in the left limb and an increase in the
right limb.
The third chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster, as seen in the cytological preparations, is V-shaped, and the point of attachment of the spindle fibre to the body of the chromosome lies at the middle of its length,
dividing the chromosome into two limbs of equal size. It is very probable
that thedecrease of the frequency of crossing over in one part of the chromosome and the increase of its frequency in the other part of the same
chromosome is due to the location of the point of the attachment of the
fourth in relation to the
spindle fibre. If the fourth chromosome is attached
to theleft of the locus of the attachmentof the spindle fibre (in a-, b- and etranslocations) crossing over is reduced in the left limb of the chromosome
and increased in the right limb. If, however, the fourth chromosome is
attached to the right of the spindle fibre (as in c-and d-translocations),
the crossing over frequency is decreased in the rightlimb but increased in
c,)
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EXPLANATION
OF PLATES1 AND 2
The drawings represent chromosomes (oogonial plates) of the females carrying translocations
in heterozygous (figures 1-33) or in homozygous (figures 34-38) condition. All the drawsings are
done a t the level of the work-table with the aid of camera lucida, under the Zeiss immers. obj.
1.5 and comp. oc. 30. The scale given in plate 2 below, common to all the drawings, represents
10 micra. As far as possible the figures were placed so that the X-chromosomes occupy the lower
part of each figure.
Plate 1, figures 1-6 represent a-translocation; figures 7-13 b-translocation; figures 14-19 ctranslocation (heterozygous);plate 2, figures 20-24 d-translocation; figures 25-33 e-translocation;
figures 34-38 homozygous c-translocation.
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the left limb of the chromosome. It is a plausible assumption that the point
lying half way between sc andc, which divides the third chromosomein two
“genetical limbs” (see above) is in reality the point of spindle-fibre attachment. The location of this point approximately in the middle of the length
of the map of the third chromosome (see figure 2) is in good agreement
with such an assumption, since the attachment of the spindle fibre is located cytologically also at the middle of the length of the chromosome.
I t must be emphasized that the location of the point of spindle-fibre
attachment between the loci of sr and c, was already probable on the basis
of the data secured by quite independent methods. BRIDGES
and MORGAN
(1923) on the basis of the study of the distribution of double crossing over
in the third chromosome came to the conclusion that the point of the
spindle-fibre attachment lies between the loci of st and peach (the locus of
peach is between sc and c,). STURTEVANT
came to the same conclusionon the
and PLUNKETT
1926,
basis of the study of inverted sections (STURTEVANT
also unpublished data). Recently REDPIELD(unpublished) obtained
further evidence pointing in the same direction, from investigations of
the crossing over frequency in the third chromosome of triploid females.
It has been shown above that in c-translocation the frequency of crossing
over is decreased in the right limb and increased in the left limb of the third
chromosome, while in e-translocation the conditions are reversed. It
follows that the point of spindle-fibre attachment lies between the loci
of attachment of the fourth chromosome in c- and in e-translocation. I t is
known, furthermore, that in both c- and e-translocations the fourth chromosome is attached to the third between the genes st and c,,. Therefore it
becomes especially important to determine the location of the fourthchromosome attachment in c- and e-translocations in respect to the gene
peach @eye color) which lies within the st -cu interval.
TABLE6
eu

Crossing over in

..

D

-0 X e u D s t p c u d .
sracu

Translocation c.
Interval
Value

D-S#

St-p

P-+

2.2

3.4

.07
Translocation e.

Interval
Value

D-S#

st-+

.8

1.2

+-P
1.1

+-c,
.2

Total flies examined
1481

Q-Cu

Total flies examined

2.4

1288

Dichaete males carrying c- and e-translocations respectively were
crossed to females homozygous for e,, st, p and cu. In the F, generation
D females were selected and backcrossed to e, st p cu males. The results
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obtained in the next generation are summarized in table 6 . As seen from
table 6, in e-translocation the locus of attachment of the fourth chromosome lies in the st-p interval while in c-translocation it lies in the p-c,
interval.The frequency of crossing over inthe D-st andthe s t - p intervals is considerably lower in e-translocation than in c-translocation.
On the contrary, the frequency of crossing over in the p - c , interval is
lower in c-translocation than in e-translocation.
It may be concluded on the basis of this evidence that the point of the
spindle-fibre attachment is located near the gene peach, probably slightly
to the left of it. In other words, the spindle fibre is attached to the third
chromosome between the loci 46 and 48 of the standard map(see figure 2).
CYTOLOGICAL CHANGES PRODUCED BY THE TRANSLOCATIONS

It has been pointed out above that the genetical behavior of the translocations may be explained on either of two assumptions. First, the fourth
chromosome may havebecome permanently attached to the thirdchromosome. Second, a section of thethird chromosome mayhave become
broken off and attached to the fourth chromosome. The observed alterations of the frequency of crossing over in the the third
chromosome might
be produced, judging a priori, in either case, In other words, the genetgive no evidence asto
which of these
ical data so farpresented
two assumptions is correct. This, however, may be easily decided by the
cytological investigation of the translocations. If the fourth chromosome
in the translocations is attached to theunbroken third, only one insteadof
twofourth chromosomes must be presentin the chromosomal plates.
Except this, the chromosomes must look normal, since the point of the
attachment of the fourth chromosome will be, probably, indistinguishable
because of the extreme smallness of this chromosome, However, if a section of the third chromosome is broken off and attached to the fourth
chromosome, one of the cytologically visible third chromosomes must
be shortened, and one of the fourth chromosomes must be increased in
size because of the addition of the material from the third chromosome.
Ovaries of freshly hatched females or of mature pupae were dissected
and fixed successively in strong Flemming’s fluid (1hour) and in 1 percent
solution of chromic acid (20 hours). Not less than7sufficiently clear chromosome plates were obtained for each of the five translocations. Most of them
1929a).
are presented in plates 1and 2 (see also figures in DOBZHANSHY
It is most convenient to begin the presentation of the results of the
cytological investigation of the translocations with a description of the
features in common to a-, b-, c- and e-translocations (plate 1,figures 1-19,
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plate 2, figures 25-33). The overwhelming majority of the chromosomal plates studied in these translocations (52 plates out of 54
studied) contain only one free fourth chromosome of normal size.
Thisfact is important, since it may beconsidered
as a cytological
proof of our basic assumption, namely thatthe
observed linkage
between the genes belonging to the third and to the fourthlinkage groups
is due to translocations involving these chromosomes. Individuals having
only one fourth chromosome are known in Drosophilamelanogaster,
but they always have a complex of external peculiarities called “HaploIV” or “Diminished” (BRIDGES1921). However, flies carryingtranslocations never possess the characteristics of Haplo-IV. This fact may be
explained only on the assumption that the flies carrying translocations
have in reality two fourth chromosomes, one free, and the other attached
to the third chromosome or to a fragment of the latter. The few cases in
which two free fourth chromosomes are found in the translocations are
probablydue to non-disjunction of the fourth chromosomes. In these cases
the individuals have in reality three fourth chromosomes, two of them
being free and one attached to the third chromosome. The plausibility of
this explanation will be examined below.
The pair of X-chromosomes and the smaller pair of the V-shaped autosomes appear to be perfectly normal in all plates. However, the larger
pair of the V-shaped autosomes consists of two partnersdistinctly
unequal in length, although showing somatic pairing with each other
in the majority of the plates studied. The longer partner is symmetrical,
that is, it has both limbs equally long. The equality of the length of the
limbs of the longer partner is especially clearly seen in the cases in which
the median constriction of the chromosome is clearly pronounced (see
plate 1, figures 6, 7,8, 12, 16, 17, 18, plate 2, figures 27, 31). On the other
hand, the shorter partner is asymmetrical, that is, it has one of the limbs
markedly shorter than the other. The inequality of the two limbs of the
asymmetrical partner is manifest in all plates studied, but it is especially
striking in the case wherethe median constriction is pronounced (see plate
1, figures 3, 7, 10, 14,plate 2, figures 27, 29, 33).
Since the V-shaped autosomes in the chromosomal plates of the normal
flies have both limbs equal in length, it is possible to conclude that the
asymmetrical autosomes just described are the thirdchromosomes involved
in the translocations.
The asymmetrical chromosome is the member of the larger pair of the
V-shaped autosomes. The difference in length between the larger and the
smaller pair of the V-shaped autosomes is clear enough in the majority of
GENETICS15: JI 1930
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the chromosomal plates studied. Among all the plates presentedhere perhaps onlythose in figure 5 (plate 1) and in figure 23 (plate 2) may be uncertain as towhich of the two pairs of the V-shaped autosomes is the larger
and which the smaller. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the
larger pair of the-V shaped autosomes of Drosophila melanogaster carries
the third-chromosomal linkage group of genes, whereas the smaller pair
carries the second-chromosome linkage group. In what follows we shall
call the largerpair of the V-shaped autosomes the third chromosome,
and the smaller pair the second chromosome.
This identification of the third and the second chromosomes is in disagreementwith the identification given by BRIDGES(MORGAN, STURTEVANT, BRIDGES
1928), MULLER and PAINTER(1929) and PAINTER
and
MULLER(1929). Indeed, the authors mentioned identified the smaller pair
of the V-shaped autosomes in Drosophila melanogaster as being the carrier
of the third-chromosome linkage group, andthe larger pair as the carrier of
the second-chromosome linkage group of genes. The conclusions of
BRIDGESwere based on the cytological study of “Pale” translocation in
whichcase only a very small fragment
of the second chromosome has
been broken off and attached to the third chromosome. The cytological
differences observed were so slight, that no decisive conclusion could be
drawn. In fact, BRIDGEShimself previously identified the larger pair as
the third chromosome and the smaller pairas the second chromosome
(MORGAN,
BRIDGES,STURTEVANT
1925, p. 177) on the basis of the study
of the same “Pale” translocation.Doctor C . B. BRIDGEShas seen my
preparations and agrees with my interpretation. MULLER’Sand PAINTER’S
material is quite dependable, since the translocations described by these
authors involve large sections of the second andthird chromosomes.
own figures repreBut, as far as I can see, at least some of PAINTER’S
senting the cytological conditions in the translocations involving the second or the third chromosomes show the third chromosome longer than
and
the second (see MULLERand PAINTER1929, figures 1,3,5,6, PAINTER
of the chromosomes is
MULLER1929, figure 29). As far as the length
concerned there remains no doubt that the third chromosome is longer
than the second.
Both ends of the normal V-shaped autosomes arethicker than the
middle part of the same chromosomes. It is worth notice that the shorter
limb of the asymmetrical third chromosome found in the translocations
is always less thickened at the end than the longer limb of the same chromosome. The longer limb of the asymmetrical third chromosome is equal
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inlength and shape toeither limb of the normal third chromosome
present in the same plate.
Obviously a loss of some material normally located inthe third chromosome is responsible for the shortening of one of the limbs of the asymmetrical third chromosome. This material is undoubtedly to
be looked for
in the small, rod-shaped, unpaired chromosome clearly visible in all the
chromosomal plates in the translocations but not present a t all in the
normal chromosomal plate of Drosophila melamguster. Thelength of
the rod-shaped chromosome plus the length of the asymmetrical third
chromosome is about equal to the length of the normal third chromosome present in the same plate. One of the ends of the new rod-shaped
chromosome (that directed toward the periphery of the chromosomal
plate) is in mostcases thicker than the otherend of the same chromosome
(directed toward the center of the plate). The thicknessof the thicker end
of the rod-shaped chromosome is approximately equalto (or a little smaller
than) the thickness of the ends of the normal third chromosome.
The interpretation of the chromosomal relations found in a-, b-, c- and
e-translocations isobvious. In each of these translocations a third chromosome is broken into two fragmentsof unequal length. The shorterof these
fragments is attached to a fourth chromosome. The resulting compoundchromosome (a fragmentof the third chromosome plus the fourth chromosome) is seen cytologically as the unpaired rod-shaped chromosome just
described. The longer of the fragments is representedby theasymmetrical
third chromosome, having one limb markedly shorter than the other
limb.
Theend of theshorterlimb
of the asymmetrical third chromosome
corresponds to the point at which the third chromosome has been broken.
Finally, since one of the fourth chromosomes is included in the unpaired
rod-shaped chromosome, only, one free fourth chromosome is seen in most
of the plates. I n other words, the second of the two hypotheses suggested
for the explanation of the genetical behavior of the translocations is confirmed by the cytological data.
According to the genetical data presentedin the preceding section,
the points a t which the breakage of the third chromosome occured in a-,
b,- c- and e-translocations are different (see figure 2). If the genetical map
represents the real arrangement of the genes in the third chromosome,
the broken off sections are of different lengths in different translocations.
Consequently, the size of the asymmetrical third chromosome as well as
the size of the unpaired rod-shaped chromosome must be differentiated in
the different translocationsstudied.

.
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In a-andb-translocations
the third chromosome isbroken between
the loci of the genes D and th; in b-translocation the breakage occurred
very slightly nearer to the middle of the chromosome than in a-translocation. The cytological conditions found in a- and b-translocations are nearly
alike (a-translocation plate 1, figures 1-6, b-translocation plate 1,figures
7-13). The length of the unpaired rod-shaped chromosome equals about
one-third the length of the limb of the normal third chromosome. The
asymmetrical third chromosome has one limb shorter than the other by
approximately one-third of its length. I n b-translocation the rod-shaped
chromosome seems to be veryslightly longer than in a-transkxation,
and correspondingly the asymmetrical third chromosome isslightly
shorter in b-translocation than ina-translocation. According to thegenetical data the rod-shaped chromosome in these cases must carry the genes
from D to the left end of the third chromosome (including the gene ru),
and the asymmetrical third chromosome must carry the genes from t ~to
,
right end of the third chromosome (including c,).
I n e-translocation the third chromosome is broken between the locus
of S t and the hypothetical locus of the spindle-fibre attachment. Consequently, the rod-shaped chromosome in this case contains the genes from
st to ru, and therefore must be longer thanthe rod-shaped chromosome in a- andb-translocations (compare figure 2). The asymmetrical third
chromosome ine-translocation carries the genes from p to c,, and,
therefore, its shorter limb must be considerably shorter than in a- and
b-translocations.
This
expectation
is
confirmed by
the
cytological
investigation of e-translocation(plate 2, figures 25-33). The length of
the rod-shaped chromosome equals five-sixths or four-fifths the length of
the limb of the normal third chromosome. The asymmetrical third chromosome has one limb very short. It is clearly visible, in cases in which
the median constrictionis pronounced, that the third
chromosome is
broken verynear its middle, that is, nearthepoint
of attachment
of the spindle fibre (see figures 27, 29,33).
I n c-translocation the third chromosome is broken between the genes p
and tu,that is to the otherside of the spindle-fibre attachment ascompared
with e-translocation. The rod-shaped chromosome in this case contains
the genes from cu to c,, and the asymmetrical third chromosome carries
the genes from p to ru. Cytologically (plate 1, figures 14-19) the conditions
found in c-translocation are similar to those in e-translocation, but here
the rod-shaped chromosome is slightly shorter and the asymmetrical third
chromosome slightly longer than in e-translocation. This fact indicates
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that the locus of attachment of the spindle fibre is cytologically nearer
to the point at which thethird chromosome isbroken in e-translocation than to the point of breakage in c-translocation.
The chromosomes in d-translocation are a t first glance like those of a
normal fly. Both pairs of V-shaped autosomes as well as the X-chromosomes appear to be normal. However, one of the fourth chromosomes
is clearly increased in size, being roughly from 1; to twice as large as the
other fourth chromosomes present in the same plates. Only in a single
plate (figure 24) is the increase in size of one of the fourth chromosomes
not distinct. There are present three
free fourth chromosomes in most
plates in d-translocation, indicating the high frequency of non-disjunction
of the fourth chromosomes in thistranslocation.
The increase in size of one of the fourth chromosomes indicates that
the nature of d-translocation is the same as the natureof the other translocations studied, namely that here also a section of the third chromosome
is broken off and attached to the fourth
chromosome. However, in Dtranslocation the section of the thirdchromosome removed from its normal
location is so small that its loss is not noticeable in the cytologically visible third chromosome because the third chromosome itself is relatively
very large. Nevertheless, the addition of this section to the fourth chromosome is visible cytologically because of the extreme smallness of the
latter chromosome.
This explanation agrees very nicely with the genetical data on d-translocation. According to the genetical data the point of breakage of the
third chromosome in d-translocation is located 5.1 units to the right of c,,
that is, near the extreme right-hand endof the third chromosome. The map
of the third chromosome shows the gene Minute-g located 5.5 units to the
right of c, (figure 2). However, in d-translocation the break in the third
chromosome is probably to the right of Minute-g, for the crossing over
value for the e*-c, interval is19.2 percent in d-translocation instead of
31.0 units observed in the control. Since in d-translocation the frequency
of crossing over is considerably decreased in the rightlimb of the chromosome, the claret - Minute-g interval is probably considerably shorter than
5.5 units. Correspondingly, the point of the breakage of the third chromosome is located to the right of Minute-g, in the unknown part of the
extreme right-hand end of the third chromosome. The size of the section
of the third chromosome which has been broken off and attached to the
fourth chromosome must be very small in d-translocation.
It is a remarkabie fact that in all five cases of translocations studied
there is observed a breakage of the third chromosome and an attachment
GENETICS
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of the broken off section to the fourth chromosome. In not a single case
is the fourth chromosome attached to the unbroken third chromosome.
Furthermore, the fragment of the third chromosome attachedto the
fourth never includes the region of the third chromosome in which the
spindle-fibre attachment lies. On the contrary, the fragment of the third
chromosomeremainingfreealways
includes the region of the spindlefibre attachment.
These relations suggest the possible manner of origin of thetranslocation described. The chromosomes treated by X-rays are likely to
stick together because of the increase of ionization produced by the rays.
An attachment of the fourth chromosome to the third may occur. However, the resulting compound has two spindle fibres (one contributed by
the third chromosome and the other by the fourth
chromosome). The
two spindle fibres may pull the compound chromosome to opposite poles
of the spindle during mitosis, producing the breakage of the chromosome,
or else the rate of contraction of the two spindle fibres may be different,
in which event the breakage of the compound-chromosome alsomay take
place. Both resulting fragments have one and only one spindle fibre,
and therefore behave during mitosis like normal chromosames. I t seems
very probable that a fragment of a chromosome can be normally transmitted from one cell-generation to the other only when it has its own
spindle fibre, or acquires a spindlefibre by an attachment to another
chromosome or to a fragment of a chromosome possessing a spindle fibre.
The points of breakage of the third chromosome observed in the translocations do not show a tendency to coincide with the constrictions in the
chromosomedescribed by BRIDGES(1927). According to BRIDGES,the
third chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster has a strong median constriction at the point of the spindle-fibre attachment, and two other less
pronounced constrictions in each of the two limbs. One of the latter
constrictions, the submedian, lies at about one-fifth of the limb-length
from the median constriction; another, still less pronounced, lies at about
one-quarter of the limb-length from the end of the chromosome. None of
the observed breakages of the third chromosome coincidewith the median
constriction. The other two constrictions are so inconspicuous that it is
difficult to decide whether in a given case the point of breakage coincides
with one of them. However, the breakage point in both c- and e-translocations can not coincide with the submedian constriction. Indeed,
in c-translocation the point of breakage of the chromosome is located
further from the median constriction than in e-translocation, whereas
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the submedian constrictions in both limbs of the chromosome are equidisstant from the medianconstriction.
Likewise, thepoint of breakage
either in a- or in b-translocation may be supposed to coincide with the
constriction located a t one-fourth of the limb-length from the end of the
chromosome. However, at least in one of these cases the point of breakage
certainly does not coincide with the constriction, since, as the genetical
data show, the breakages in a- and b-translocations are not located at the
same point. Finally, the breakage observed in d-translocation is located
in a region of the third chromosome in which no constrictions are known.
GENETICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE BREAKAGE OF THE THIRD CHROMOSOME
I N THE TRANSLOCATIONS

In each of the translocations the locus in the thirdchromosome a t which
the fourth chromosome is attached was determined by studying the linkage relations of the genes of the third and fourth linkage groups. It has
been pointed out above that this method gaveno evidence on the question
whether the fourth chromosome is attached to the unbroken third, or a
section of the third chromosome has been broken off and attached to the
fourth chromosome. This question was solved by the cytological investigation of the translocations.Indeed,ineach
of the five translocations
studied the third chromosome was observed to be broken into two fragm.ents andtheshorter
of thesefragmentsisattachedtothefourth
chromosome. It is obviously desirable to check the results of the cytological
investigation by anexperimentum crucis, that is, to demonstrate by purely
genetical methods the presence of a break of the third chromosome in the
translocations.
As shown by the cytological study, one normal (unbroken) third chromosome, one third chromosome broken into two fragmentsand one
free fourth chromosome are present in each of the cells of the flies carrying translocations.Anotherfourth
chromosome is also present in each
of the cells, but it is attached to the shorterfragment of the third chromosome, and therefore is not distinguishable cytologically (see figures 1
and 3). Let us consider the distribution of these chromosomes at the
reduction during the gametogenesis.
The unbroken third chromosome and the free fourth chromosome might
go to one pole of the spindle at the reduction division, and the two fragments of the broken third chromosome might go together with the attached fourth chromosome to the other pole (figures 1 and 3). Gametes
1 and 2 (figure 3) will be formed in this case. However, either of the fragGENETICS15: Jl 1930
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ments of the broken third chromosome might go togetherwith
the
unbroken third chromosome to the same pole of the spindle. As a result
of such a distribution of the chromosome at the reduction division some
of the gametes formed will carry a complete third chromosome plus a
fragment of the other third chromosome (hyperploid gametes, figure 3 ,
gametes 3 and 5 ) . The other gameteswill carry only one of the fragments
of thethird chromosome but will be deficient in respect to the other
fragment of the same chromosome (hypoploid gametes, figure 3 , gametes
4 and 6).
ruh t h s t c u s t e u

e3

0

ruhth st +''J

spesca

"

FIGURE
3.-Six kinds of gametes produced by a fly heterozygous for a translocation. Third
chromosome-black: fourth chromosome-white.

The gametes 1 and 2 (figure 3 ) may becalled "regular" gametes,
whereas gametes 3 to 6 are "non-disjunctional" for one or the othersection
of the third chromosome. If a fly carrying a translocation is crossed to a fly
free from translocation the regular gametes will give rise tozygotes
carrying translocation and to normal zygotes respectively (figure 1). The
non-disjunctional gametes will give rise to zygotes carrying a duplication
or a deficiency for a section of the third chromosome. Flies developing
from the latter zygotes must be expected to possess external peculiarities
due to the genic unbalance. No such flies have been found in the cultures
of any of the translocations here described. Hence, the non-disjunctional
gametes are either not produced, or, more probably, the somatic changes
in the zygotes, due to the changes in genic balance, are so great that the
zygotes are unable to survive.
It is possible to test for the production of the non-disjunctional gametes
by a geneti'cal method. If two flies both carrying the same translocation are
crossed to each other, gamete 3 from one parent united with gamete 4 from
the other parent will give a normal zygote, since these gametes are com-
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plementary toeach other. Likewise, gamete 5 from one parent united with
also give a normal zygote for
the same
gamete 6 from the other parent must
reason. It is easy to make the zygotes produced by the union of the nondisjunctional gametes distinguishable in appearance from the zygotes produced by the union of the regular gametes. For this purposeit is necessary
to introduce some recessive mutant genes into the chromosomes involved
in thetranslocations.
Flies carrying translocations and at the same time homozygous in respect to various third-chromosome recessive genes may be easily obtained.
In fact, many such flies have been observed during the course of the experiments planned for the purpose of studying the frequency of crossing
over in the third chromosome (all the non-eyeless flies shown in tables
11-15 in theappendix). The appearance of such flies is dueto crossing over
between the fragments of the third chromosome involved in the translocations andthe unbroken third chromosome carryingthird-chromosome
recessive genes. The following stocks of flies carrying translocations and
homozygous with respect to certain third-chromosome recessive genes were
established:
r, h D

a-translocation:

ru h
Yu h t h S t

c-translocation :

s t c,

e" C.

S,

es c.

sr ea c.

ru h t h St

c, sr es c ,
S , es c.

h t h St

c,, sr es ca

ru

e-translocation:

th

S,

h t h St

Using these stocks and the regular stocks ofthe translocations carrying
no third-chromosome recessive genes the following crosses were made:

r,hD
a-translocation: ru h

th

st cu sr es c.

h t h St

sr es c.

ru h t n St

cu sr e" c.

?
'
U

e-translocation:

sr e8 c.

~

9 X-

Q. X-"-

D

D

3

3

If each of the parents in these crosses produces the six kinds of gametes
shown in figure 3, thirty-six classes of zygotes must be produced (see
table 7). In c- and e-translocations twenty-eight of these thirty-six classes
must die since they carry either a deficiency or a duplication f0r.a section
of the third chromosome. The surviving classes are (table 7) : Dichaete,
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wild type, D st ea c, and ru h t h s t . If the assortment of the fragments of
the third chromosome in translocations takes place at random, all the six
classes of gametes must be produced in equal numbers. Hence, the frequency of the surviving classes of zygotes must be: 3 0 : 3 wild type:
1 D S,. e" ca: 1 ru h t h s t . If no non-disjunctional gametes are produced no
D S,. ea c, and ru h t h st individuals will appear. If, finally, the non-disjunctional gametes are produced less frequently than the regular gametes, the
frequency of D sr ee G, and ru h t h st individuals will be lowerthan indicated
above.
TABLE
7

r,
h

ru
h

th

th

st

S:

c.
S,

e.
CO

Dichaete
Wild type Wild type

dies

S,

e.

I c.

dies

dies

dies

dies

dies

dies

~~

dies

dies

dies

) s , L cdies
o

dies
"

dies

dies

Wild type

dies

dies

dies

"
"
"

dies

dies

dies

dies
___

dies

r, h t h st

"__.

D
dies

dies

dies

dies

Dichaete

dies

The results actually obtained in experiments prove the last assumption,
that is, they show that the non-disjunctional gametes are produced, but
their frequency is much lower than the frequency of the regular gametes.
Indeed, in e-translocation only 29 ru h t h st and 2 D S, ed c. individuals are
observed among 672 flies (table 8). The appearance of the ru h t h st individuals is due to non-disjunction of the left limb of the third chromosome,
whereas the appearance of the D sr e' c, individuals depends upon non-
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disjunction of the right limb of the third chromosome (see figure 3 and
table 7). In e-translocation the third chromosome is broken to the left of
the spindle fibre, that is, the breakage point lies in the left limbof the third
chromosome. The higher frequency of ru h t h st individuals as compared
with the D S, ea c. indicates that non-disjunction of the shorter fragmentof
the third chromosome (which is attached to the fourthchromosome) takes
place more frequently than non-disjunction of the longer fragment of the
third chromosome (which has retained its own spindle fibre).
In c-translocation the third chromosome is broken to the right of the
spindle fibre. By analogy with e-translocation, non-disjunctionof the right
limb of thethird chromosome musttake place more frequentlythan
the non-disjunction of the left limb in c-translocation.
I n other words,
D S, ea c. individuals must be more frequent than ru h t h st individuals.
Indeed, 18 D sr ea to and only 5 ru h t h st individuals were observed in ctranslocation (table S).
Non-disfunction of sections

TABLE
8
the third chromosome i n translocations.

of

Translocation a.

class
79
Number

r,, h D
-

S,PC.,

YU h

S,

Dichaete
196

th S ; C,

Z.C

Wild type

o xY,

D
3

hD

Dsr@c,

Total
308

Translocation e.
h tn st

S,

b

C,

ox-

D

"

r, h tn sd

class
Number
336

Dichaete
Wild
305

c, s, ea c,
type

Y,,

h 11, st

___ c?

Ds,Zc.
2

Total
672

D sIe* c,
18

Total
706

Translocation c.

Class
Number

Dichaete
309

Wild type
374

Y,

h th st
5

If two individuals both carrying a-translocation and carrying the third
chromosomal genes indicated in table 8 are crossed to each other, twenty
nine out of the thirty-six possible classes of offspring die. The remaining
classes are: 4 D :1 wild type: 1 ru h D : 1 D S, ea c. (the indicated ratio
holdstrue, of course, onlyin case all six possible classes of the gametes are produced in equal numbers). Actually the ratio 196 D : 79 wild
t y p e :31 I,, h D : 1D sr ea c. is observed (table 8). It follows that the nonGENETICS15: Jl 1930
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disjunctional classes of gametes are produced in a-translocation less frequently thanregular gametes. In a-translocations the breakage of the third
chomosome occurred at a point locatedslightly to theright of D,that is, in
the left limb of the chromosome. Consequently the higher frequency of ru h
D individuals as compared with D S, esc. individuals indicatesthat non-disjunction of the fragment of the third chromosome attached to the fourth
takes place more frequently than thenon-disjunction of the other fragment
of the third chromosome which has retained its own spindle fibre.
Taken as a whole, the results of the experiments just described are important in two respects. First, these results may be explained only on the
assumption that the thirdchromosome in the translocations is broken into
two fragments. In other words, the most important resultof the cytological
investigation of the translocations is proved byindependentgenetical
evidence. Second, the experiments with non-disjunction of the sections of
the third chromosome definitely prove that: the different fragments of the
third chromosome observed in the chromosomal plates of the translocations contain different blocks of genes corresponding to definite sections of
the mapof the thirdchromosome.
NON-DISJUNCTION OF THE FOURTH CHROMOSOMES I N T H E TRANSLOCATIONS

Only one free fourth chromosome is seen in most of the chromosomal
platesinthetranslocations.
Since the flies carryingtranslocations are
identical with normalflies in appearance anddo not possess the characteristics of Haplo-IV, the presence of one more fourth chromosome in their cells
is postulated. This fourth chromosome is evidently attached to one of the
fragments of the third chromosome. The resulting compound appears in
most of the translocationsas an unpaired, rod-shaped chromosome in
which no dividing line between the fourthchromosome and the fragment of
the third isnoticeable.
The conjugation of the fourth chromosomes in the translocations must
take place in rather unusual conditions, since only one of these chromosomes is free, and the otheris permanently attached to the fragment
of the
third chromosome. Nevertheless, as shown by the’genetical behavior ofthe
translocations, the reduction division proceeds more or less normally, and
most of the gametes produced carry only one fourth chromosome. That is
to say, the free fourth chromosome goes together with the unbroken third
chromosome to one pole, and the attached fourth chromosome goes together with both fragments of the broken third chromosome to another
pole of the spindle (figure 1). However, the cytological investigation revealed the occurrence of individuals having two free fourth chromosomes
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in their cells. Such individuals are especially common in d-translocation,
but they arealso found in e-translocation. The appearanceof such individuals may be explained on the assumption that the non-disjunction of the
fourth chromosomes occurs rather frequently in the translocations. The
free fourth chromosome might go sometimes together with the attached
fourth chromosome and with both fragments of the third chromosome to
the same pole of the spindle at the reduction division. Gametes carrying
two fourth chromosomes may be produced in this way. Such gametes will
give rise to zygotes having three fourth chromosomes, two of the latter
being free and one attached to the third
chromosome.
Individuals having three fourth chromosomes (triplo-IV) are so little
different from normalindividuals (diplo-IV) inappearance that their
identification on the basis of external charactersis impracticable. Nevertheless, the presence of a certain percentage of triplo-IV individuals in the
stocks of the translocations may be proved by genetical methods. Two
genetical methods were devised to distinguish the triplo-IV individuals
from the diplo-IV ones in thetranslocations.
The first of these methods consists in crossing flies carrying translocations to those carrying the fourth-chromosome gene Minute-IV. MinuteIV is known to be dominant over one dose of the normal allelomorph but
recessive to two doses of the normal allelomorph (SCHULTZ1929). Hence,
in the progeny of such a cross, the flies carrying translocations can be at
the same time Minute-IV only if they have onlytwo fourth chromosomes
(one free and another attached to the third). If the flies carrying translocations have three fourth chromosomes (two free and one attached to the
third chromosome), no characteristics of Minute-IV will be manifest.
The second method is based on the fact that in the flies from stocks of
the translocations the fourth chromosome attached to the thirdcarries the
normal allelomorph of e,, whereas the free fourth chromosome (or the free
fourth chromosomes) carry e,. It is clear that if such a fly is crossed to a
wild-type fly, and its offspring are then crossed to a fly homozygous for
e,,, no e , individuals will appear in the next generation
unless the initial fly
was a triplo-IV individual.
Both methods just described were used for testing the flies from the
stocks of the translocations. The number of the diplo-IV and the triplo-IV
flies found is shown in the right-hand column in table 9. The number of
the diplo-IV andtriplo-IV flies found cytologically ispresentedin the
middle column of table 9.
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As seen from table 9, the triplo-IV flies are most frequent in the stock of
d-translocation and comparatively rare in the other translocations. The
agreement of the results received bythe genetical andthe cytological
methods is satisfactory.
BEHAVIOR OF THE TRANSLOCATIONS I N HOMOZYGOUS FORM

In the preceding sections we have been dealing with the behavior of the
heterozygous translocations. As shown by the cytological data, one of the
third chromosomes in the heterozygous translocations is broken into two
TABLE
9
Number of diplo-IV and triplo-IVJies foundin the stocks of the translocations.
~~

CYTOLOQICALLY

I

DIPLO-IV

15
15
11
4
11

a-translocation
b-translocation
c-translocation
d-translocation
e-translocation

I

QZNETICALLI

TRIPW-IV

DIPW-IV

..
..
..
8
2

12
12
10
6
16

I

TRIPLO-IV

1
1
2
14
2

fragments, but the other third chromosome is compIetely normal. In homozygous translocations two pairs of the fragments of the third chromosome and no normal, unbroken third chromosome must be present. Since
some interesting genetical phenomena may arise as aresult of such a condition, experiments were planned to secure some of the translocations in
homozygous form.
In d-translocation the section of the third chromosome lying to the right
of the gene ca is known to be broken off and attached to the fourth
chromosome. Males carrying in the third chromosome involved in the translocation the genes r,, h, t h , st, G,, sr and ee and carrying in the normal third
chromosome the genes r,, h, t h , st, ,c, Sr, ee and Ca (that is of the constitution
ru h t h S t G, SF ea
-) were crossedto regular (i.e., carrying no translocation)
r , h t h si G, sre8 c,
females having in one of their third chromosomes the dominant gene Deformed (D,),
the recessive ca and the crossing over suppressors C I r I R and
Crrr L. In the S generation of this cross Deformed non-claret individuals
were selectedand inbred. These individuals are heterozygous for the transr , h t h st G , S,.ee
location and have the constitution:
-. In the next generaL

tion (Fz) D, and r,, h

th

DfCrrr R Ca

st c, sr ed individuals may be expected to appear
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in the ratio 2 : l (the gene D, is lethal when homozygous). The ru h

38 1
th

st

cu S, ea individuals must be homozygous for the translocation. However)

only D, individuals were received in F2 (about 1000 flies were examined).
I n other words, d-translocation is lethal when homozygous.
In e-translocation the third chromosome is broken between tbc loci of
the genes st and p , and the section containing the genes from y U to st is
attached to the fourth chromosome (see figure 2). Males of the constituru h t h
S, ea ca
were crossed to
regular females carrying in one of their
tion
Yo h t h S t Cu S , ea Ca
third chromosomes the dominant genes D and S b and the recessives s t , cu
and ea. In the F1 generation the individuals manifesting the characters of
D , s t , S6and e8 were selected and inbred. These individuals have the
constiS, ee ca
YU h t h St
. In the F, generation some ru h t h st S,. ea cn
tution :
D
st cu S b
es
individuals appeared; they must
be homozygous for e-translocation.
Individuals homozygous for e-translocation are normal in appearance
and have a good viability. However, the females have rudimentary ovaries
resemblingthose of the Drosophila melanogaster-D. simulans hybrids
(STURTEVANT
1920). Therefore, they are completely sterile when crossed
eitherto males homozygous fore-translocationortowild-typemales.
Males homozygous fore-translocationarefertile,thoughtheyproduce
markedly fewer offspring than the wild-type males or males heterozygous
for e-translocation.
I n c-translocation the third chromosome is broken between the genes p
and cu, and the section of the third chromosome containing the genes from
cu to c, (see figure 2) is attached to the fourth chromosome. Males of the
ru h t h St
ea c,
constitution
were crossed
regular
to
females
carrying
in
l uh t h S t Cu Sr ea C,
one of their third chromosomes the genes D , s t , c,, sb and ea. In the F1
generation D st s b es individuals were selected and inbred. They have the
ea ca
ru h t h St
. In theF2 some ru h t h st ea c, individuals
constitution D st cu S b ea
appeared; they are homozygous for c-translocation. Flies homozygous for
c-translocation appear normal somatically, and are fertile in both sexes,
though females produce markedly fewer offspring than do wild-type females or females heterozygous for c-translocation.
The behavior of the different translocations in homozygous condition is,
therefore, diverse: d-translocation is lethal when homozygous, e-translocation survives but is sterile in one sex, and c-translocation survives and is

--
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fertile in both sexes. (The behavior of a- and b-translocations in homozygous form was not studied because in both of them the third chromosome
involved in the translocation carries the dominant gene D which is lethal
when homozygous. The locus of D is so close to the point a t which the
breakage of the third chromosome occurred in these translocations that it
is very difficult to obtain them
without the gene D.)
The causes which may hinder the viability of the homozygous translocations are obscure. Theoretically, flies heterozygous as well as homozygous fortranslocations
musthavethesame
genic balance thatthe
norma! i3cs ha,ve, and, therefore, must be viable, normalin appearance and
in fertility, Indeed, most of the known translocations are normalin heterozygous condition, but, so far asknown, only the c-translocation described
here approaches theexpectation when homozygous.
“Pale” translocation described by BRIDGES is lethalwhen homozygous
(BRIDGES1923, MORGAN,BRIDGES,
STURTEVANT
1925). Thisfacthas
been explained byBRIDGEs as due to alossof a fragmentof the translocated
section during the process of transfer. I n other words, the flies homozygous for “Pale” translocation are, according to BRIDGES,homozygous also
for a deficiency of a small section of one of the chromosomes involved in
the translocation. This explanation is supported
by the fact that if the
individuals heterozygous for “Pale” translocation are homozygous for the
sex-linked gene eosin (an eosin-like eye-color), the resulting color of the
eyes is somewhat diluted. Thus, “Pale” translocation has an abnormal
genic balance even in heterozygous condition.
Three explanations of the lethal effect (and of the disturbance of the
genic balance in general) produced by some of thetranslocationsin
homozygous condition may be suggested. First, alethalorsemilethal
mutation might arise in one of the chromosomes involved in thetranslocation. Second, the breakage of the chromosome necessary to produce a
translocation might cause some injury to the chromosome involved. For
instance, some genes neighboring tothepoint a t which the breakage
occurred might be lost or destroyed (see BRIDGES’
explanation). Third, it
is possible to suppose that the breakage of a chromosome may occur only
a t a pointwhich has been previously injured by some agent, for instance by
the X-ray treatment. The dataa t present available give no evidence as to
which of these explanations is true in thecases of d- and e-translocations.
Females homozygous for c-translocation were studied cytologically. All
the chromosomal plates found (plate 2, figures 34-38) contain four pairs of
chromosomes. Two pairs out of these four are rod-shaped; one of them is
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markedly shorter than the other. Moreover, one pair is V-shaped, and one
pair is J-shaped. The J-shaped chromosomes have a subterminal spindlefibre attachment.Takenas
a whole, the chromosomal complex in the
homozygous c-translocation is more like that of Drosophila immigrans
Sturt. (see METZand MOSES 1923, figure 2 D) or that of Drosophila
1923, figure 2 E) than like that of
melanica Sturt. (see METZ and MOSES
normal Drosophila melanogaster.
Nevertheless, the interpretation of the cytological features found in the
homozygous translocation is easy if the conditions found in heterozygous
c-translocation are takeninto account (see plate 1,figures 14-19). The longer
pair of the rod-shaped chromosomes found in homozygous translocation
are obviously the X-chromosomes. The pair of V-shaped chromosomes are
the second chromosomes. The shorter pairof rod-shaped chromosomes and
the pair of J-shaped chromosomes are the fragments of the third chromosome. No free fourth chromosome is found in any of the plates studied in
homozygous translocation. Obviously, theshorterpair
of rod shaped
chromosomes consists of the fragments of the third chromosome attached
to the fourthchromosomes. Indeed, since only onefree fourth chromosome
is present in the plates studied in heterozygous c-translocation,
no free
fourth chromosome must be expected in the chromosomal complex of the
homozygous c-translocation.
This interpretation may be tested genetically. If the third chromosome
is broken into two separate chromosomes (the rod-shaped andthe Jshaped), the genes localized in one of them must show no linkage with the
genes localized in the other.In other words, the third-chromosome linkage
group of Drosophila melanogaster must be broken into two separate linkage
groups in the homozygous translocation. The point of the breakage of the
third chromosome is located in c-translocation to the right of the spindle
fibre, between the genes peach and curled. Hence, the rod-shaped chromosome corresponds to the section of the genetical map of the third chromosome extending from peach to claret; the
J-shaped chromosome corresponds
to the section extending from scarlet to roughoid (figure 2). The sections
just mentioned must behave in the homozygous translocation as two independent linkage groups.
Females homozygous for c-translocation andhavingtheconstitution
ru h t h St e" .C
were crossed to males heterozygous for c-translocation and
ru h t h St
e" .C
D
having the constitution
.In the R generation D males were selected
and crossed to females homozygous for r., h, t h , st, c,, S,, ea,c. and free from

"
"

-
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D

the translocation. TheseD-males must have the constitution

-

h t h St e” C.’
that is, they arehomozygous for the translocation but heterozygous for the
third-chromosomal genes indicated. Should the third chromosomes in the
homozygous translocation not be broken, only D and ru h t h st ea ct individuals would appear in the offspring of this cross. However, if the thirdchromosome linkage group, following the breakage of the third chromosome, is also broken into two independent linkage groups, D,ru h t a st e”
,.C ru h t h s t and D e8 c. individuals will appear in the ratio 1:l :l:l. The
results obtained inthe experiment are:
Tu

243

D
232

ru h t h

St

D e8 .C

Tu

h

t h St

e6 .C

227

Total
940

Hence, two “new” linkage groups of genes replace, in the homozygous
translocation, the original third-chromosome linkage group of Drosophila
melanogaster. If females homozygous for c-translocation and having the
D
constitution ==are crossed to homozygous ru h t h st c,, sr e” c.
Yu h t h S t
ea .C
males free from the translocation, the two “new” linkage groups remain
independent from each other, butsome crossing over occurs within each of
them. The frequency of crossing over in the “new”linkage groups isshown
in table10 which is based on the countsof 752 flies.
TABLE
10
Frequency of crossing over i n the “new” linkage groups in the homozygous translocation.
FFSQlJXlNOY IN
EOUOZYQOUS

mN0-

LOCATION-PERCENT

The J-shaped chromosome

DIrFEBICNm

PIDECBNT

26.5

th-s;

27.8
14.4
1.2
1.5

S;-@

46.5

26.7

@-c.

31.1

30.0

r,-h
h-D
D-th

The rod-shaped
chromosome

STANDARD raPrQUENCT

+1.3
+0.5
-0.6
-0.3

13.9
1.8
1.8

I

1

+19.8

+1.1

It may be concluded that the frequencies of crossing over in the Jshaped chromosome are approximately equalto thefrequencies of crossing
over in the corresponding section of the normal, unbroken, third chromosome. The same is true in respect to the frequency of crossing over in the
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e*“c, interval in the rod-shaped chromosome. Whether the frequency of

crossing over in the whole rod-shaped chromosome is also equal to that
in the corresponding section of the normal third chromosome, can not be
decided on the basis of the data at hand.It may conceivably be different,
since the rod-shaped chromosome in c-translocation contains not only the
material corresponding to a section of the third chromosome, but also that
corresponding to the fourth chromosome of the normal fly. The presence
of the fourth-chromosome material in the rod-shaped chromosome might
alter the frequency of crossing over in the neighboring part of the third
chromosome as compared with the normal condition. This question needs
further study.
In anycase, the datapresented here show that the classical assumption,
according to which each linkage group corresponds to a separate chromosome, iscorrect.
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The cytological study of the translocations has shown that in each of
them the thirdchromosome is broken into two fragments of unequal length
andthattheshorterfragment
isattachedtothefourth
chromosome.
The non-disjunction of the sections of the third chromosome in the translocations furnishes a genetical proof of the breakage of the third chromosomes. Finally, the results of the observations on the behavior of the
homozygous translocation must be evaluated as the most convincing evidence in favor of our interpretationof the translocations.
The loci at which the breakage of the third chromosome took place in
each of the translocations are determined by two completely independent
methods. The first of these methods is a purely genetical one: the study
of the linkage relations of the genes belonging to the third and to the
fourth linkage groups. The location of the break is determined by this
method in terms of p i t s of map-distance, by essentially the same procedure as that by whichbhelocation of a mutant gene in the third chromosome of Drosophila is usually studied. The relative distances between the
breaking-points in the different translocations may be compared in the
same way in which the relative distances between the genes located in the
third chromosome may be compared (figure 2). In doing so we proceed on
the same basic assumption on which the genetical “map” of the third
chromosome or the genetical map of any other chromosome is built. That
is the assumption that the genes within a chromosome are arranged in
linear order, andthat thefrequency of crossing over between any two genes
GENETICS15: JI 1930
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located in thesame chromosomeis a function of the distance between these
genes.
The second method of determination of the locus at which the breakage
of the chromosome took place is the direct investigation of the length of
the fragments of the chromosome in cytological preparations. Since the
shapeof the chromosome during the metaphase stage is relatively constant,
the location of the breakages may be expressed in terms of their distance
from the ends of the chromosome, from the spindle fibre, from the constrictions, and from each other.
Assuming that the theory of linear arrangement of the genes within the
chromosome is correct, the cytological conditions may be predicted on the
basis of the knowledge of the genetical location of the breaking-point and
vice versa. It has been shown in the preceding sections that such a prediction is really possible. In a- and b- translocations the loci of breakage as
determined genetically nearly coincide with each other (figure 2). The
chromosomes of a-translocation are nearly indistinguishable from those
of b-translocation. In e-translocation the locus of the breakage on the
basis.of the genetical data must be supposed to lie between that observed
in a- and b-translocations and the spindle fibre. This is exactly what has
been found cytologically in e-translocation. The genetical data show that
only a very small piece of the third chromosome may be attached to the
fourth in d-translocation. Correspondingly, only a slight increase of one of
the fourth chromosomes is observed cytologically.On the basis of the
genetical evidence the third chromosome is broken in c-translocation a t
approximately the same distance from the spindle fibre as in e-translocation. The fragments of the third chromosome observed cytologically in
c-translocation are but slightly different in size from those observed in
e-translocation.
There is no escape from the conclusion that the sequence of the thirdchromosomal genes as represented by the genetical map of this chromosome is the same as their sequence in the chromosome studied cytologically.
In other words the genetical map represents the actual sequence of genes
within the chromosome. Thus, the theory of the linear arrangement of the
genes receivesa strongbasis of cytological evidence.
If the question about the reality of the linear order of genes within the
chromosome is answered in the affirmative, it becomes possible to raise
another question. Are the relative distances between the genes correctly
represented by the genetical map of the third chromosome, or does the
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genetical map give a somewhat distorted image of the actual spatial relations of the genes?
The cytologically abserved points at which the third chromosome is
broken in different translocations form a skeleton of a cytological map” of
the third chromosome. Furthermore, since certain genes are known to be
adjacent to the points a t which the breakage of the chromosome has occurred in different translocations, it seems to be justified to conclude that
these genes are located in the chromosome in the neighborhood of the observed breakage-points. Thus, the “cytological map” representsthe loci of
the observed breakages, and, by inference, the loci of some of the thirdchromosomal genes. The genetical and the cytological maps of the third
chromosome, drawn to thesame scale, are shown in figure 4.

FIGWE4.-Comparison of a genetical (below) and a cytological (above)
map of the third
chromosome of Drosophilamelanogarter. a, b, c, d and e-theobserved breaking-points. r,roughoid; D-Dichaete; th-thread; srscarlet; @p-each;
c,-curled; c,--claret.

It must be emphasized, that the cytological map presented in figure 4 is
far less exact than the standard geneticalmap. First of all, the exact
measurement of the fragments of the chromosomes of Drosophila is exceedingly difficult because of their extreme smallness. Furthermore, the
presence of the fourthchromosome attached toone of the fragments of the
third chromosome makes the estimation of the size of the latter still less
exact. A certain alteration of the shape of the fragments of the third chromosome after breakage is also possible. Finally, the number of breakages
of the third chromosome so far observed is too small to allow the construction of adetailed cytological map. Nevertheless, the relative distances
GENETICS15: J1 1930
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between the genes as represented by the genetical and the cytological map
are so widely different, that certain conclusions may be drawn even on the
basis of study of the cytological map available a t present.
The distance between the locus of the breakage observed in a-translocation and the left-hand end of the third chromosome (gene roughoid)
equals (at least) 41 map-units. The distance between the breakage observed in a-translocation and that observed in e-translocation equals only
about 4 map-units. I n other words, the distance between the left end of the
third chromosome and the breakage observed in a-translocation is at least
ten times longer than the distance between the breakages observed in
a- and in e-translocations. That is the determination based on the genetical data. However, the cytological map shows that the latter distance is
actually longer than the former. If studied genetically, the distance between the breakages observed in e- and c-translocations equals about 5
map-units, as compared with the 40 (or more) units distance between the
breaking-point observed in a-translocation and the left-hand end of the
third chromosome. Cytologically these distances areabout equal in length.
The distance between the pointof the breakage observed in c-translocation
and the right-hand end of the third chromosome is at least 60 units long;
the distance between the points of breakage observed in e- and in c-translocations is about 5 units long. Cytologically, the former distance is only
about twice as long as the latter(see figure 4).
PAINTER
and MULLER (1929) have shown that the section of the third
chromosome extending from sootyto the right-hand end of the third chromosome (this section must be a t least 35 units long) is actually so small
that itbecomes scarcely visible if attached to thesecond chromosome.
Thus, the discrepancies between the length of the different sections of
the third chromosome estimated on the basis of the genetical data and
their length actually observed are very great. All these discrepancies may,
however, be generalized in a form which discloses a very interesting regularity. The distances between the loci of the breakages or of the genes
lying in the middle part of the chromosome are longer cytologically than
they might be expected to be on the basis of the genetical map. On the
other hand, the distances
between the loci lying near the ends of the
chromosome are shortercytologically than theymight be expected to be on
the basis of the genetical data. The genetical map represents the genes
located in the middle part of the chromosome (near the spindle fibre)
relatively too close to each other, and thegenes located at the ends of the
chromosomes relatively too far apart.
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In the metaphase stage the ends of the third chromosome appear to be
considerably thicker than the middle part of the chromosome. This is
partly due to a stronger condensation of the materiallocated near the ends
of the chromosDme as compared with the material located nsar its middle,
and partly to a premature splitting of the ends of the chromosome (compare figure 5, plate 1, representing the chromosome in the late prophase
stage with the other figures representing chromosomes in the metaphase
stage). This maysuggest that the distances between the genes located near
the ends of the chromosome are relatively shorter when the chromosome is
in the rnetaphwe stage than they arein the stage when crossingover takes
place. However, the discrepancies between the relative distances of the
genes from eachother shown by thegenetical and the cytological maps are
too great to be accounted for by the different diameter of the different
parts of the third chromosome.
The distances between the genes onthe genetical map represent nothing
but the frequency of crossing over between these genes. There is, however,
no evidence that the frequency of crossing over between any two genes
must be necessarily proportional to the absolute distance between these
genes in the chromosome. In fact, there exists some evidence against such
an assumption. The genes are not distributed a t random along the genetical maps of the chromosomes but are crowded in some regionsand sparse
in others. This fact leads to the hypothesis according to which the frequency of crossing over per unit of the absolute distance may be different
in different regions of the same chromosome (MORGAN,
BRIDGES,
STURTEVANT 1925, p. 93). The map of the third chromosome showsthat the genes
are crowded in the region neighboring to the spindle-fibre attachment but
both ends of the map havefew genes and long intervals in which no genes
are known (figure 2).
If we suppose that thefrequency of crossingover per unitof the absolute
distance is much higher near the ends of the third chromosome than near
the spindle fibre, the observed discrepancies between the genetical and the
cytological maps of this chromosome find a simple explanation. The
genetical map of the third chromosome represents correctly the actual
sequence of the genes within the chromosome. However, the distances
between the genes shown by the genetical map are functions of the actual
distance between them in the chromosome as well as of the regional differences in the frequency of crossing over. In its turn, the frequency of
crossing over per unit of the absolute distance in a given regionseems to be
a function of the distance between this region and the locus of the spindlefibre attachment.
GENETICS15: J1 1930
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A similar conclusion is reached by PAINTER
and MULLER(1929) on the
basis of study of the deletions in theX-chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster. I n this case the cytological data indicate that the actual distances
between the genes located in the left-hand end of the X-chromosome are
relatively longer than the distances between these genes suggested by the
genetical map of this chromosome. The genetical map of .the X-chromosome showsthat thegenes are stronglycrowded at the left-hand end of the
chromosome.
It is fairly certain on the basis of the data at hand that the genes are
distributed at random along the genetical map of the third chromosome of
Drosophila melartogaster,or at least much more nearly so than on the genetical map. Both the genetical and the cytological maps show only those
genes which have given mutations. It follows that theprocess of mutation
affects all the partsof the chromosome more or less a t random.
SUMMARY

1. Five cases of translocation involving thethirdandthefourth
chromosomes were observed in the progeny of flies treated by X-rays. I n
each of the five cases a section of the third chromosome became broken off
and attached to the fourth
chromosome.
2. Flies carryingtranslocations in heterozygous form are apparently
normal in appearance and in viability, and nearly normal in fertility.
3. The loci a t which the breakage of the thirdchromosome took place in
each of the translocations were determined by studying the linkage between the genes of the third and those of the fourth chromosome linkage
groups, which in the translocations behave as if they were localized in the
same chromosome. The loci of breakage of the third chromosome are different indifferent translocations.
4. The frequency of crossing over is markedly decreased in the limb of
the third chromosome in which the breakage has occurred, and slightly
increased in the opposite limb. The pointdividing the two limbs (the point
of the spindle-fibre attachment) is slightly to the leftof the locus of peach.
5 . Non-disjunction of the sections of the third chromosome occurs in the
translocations and can be detected by a suitable genetical method (see
text).Thestudy
of the non-disjunction of the sections of thethird
chromosome gives a proof of the presence of the breakages of the third
chromosome in the translocations.
6 . Non-disjunction of the fourth chromosomes also occurs in the translocations.
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7. The cytological investigation has shown that the longer pair of the
V-shaped chromosomes is that affected by the translocations. It may be
concluded that the longer pair of the V-shaped autosomes of Drosophila
melanogaster carries the third-chromosome linkage group, and the shorter
pair of the V-shaped autosomes carries the second-chromosome linkage
group of the genes.
8. One of the third chromosomes is found cytologically to be broken
into fragments in the translocations. One of the fragments is apparently
attached to the fourth
chromosome, since anly one free fourth chromosome
is present in most plates studied.
9. The length of the fragments of the third chromosome observed in
cytological preparations is roughly proportional to their length suggested
by the genetical data. This fact may be considered as a cytological proof
of the theory of linear arrangement of the genes within the chromosomes.
10. A “cytological map” of the third chromosome is constructed on the
basis of the cytological study of the translocations (see figure 4 in text).
The comparison of the cytological map with the regular genetical map of
the third chromosome shows that the distances between the genes located
in the middle part of the chromosome are larger cytologically than they
might be expected to be on the basis of the genetical map. This is apparently due to the
low frequency of crossing over per unit of absolute distance in the middle part of the third chromosome, and to the high frequency of crossing over nearthe ends of the chromosome.
11. Two of the translocations were obtainedin homozygous form.
Individuals homozygous for the translocations are normal in appearance
but sometimes sterile inthe female.
12. Cytological study of the homozygous translocation showed, according to expectation, that boththird chromosomes are broken into two
fragments. No free fourth chromosome is found in homozygous translocation. Hence, the homozygous translocation possesses four pairsof chromosomes but two of them are very different in appearance from the chromosomes found inthe normal fly.
13. The third-chromosome linkage group of Drosophila melanogaster is
broken in homozygous translocation into two independent linkage groups
of genes corresponding to thedifferent sections of the normal third chromosome. This is, undoubtedly, due to the breakageof the third chromosome.
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